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� CHA circuit improves the signal-to-
background ratio by at least 3.5 folds.

� Misreading frequently induced by
signal errors or noises is efficiently
reduced.

� The detection limit for pathogen gene
is down to 100 molecular copies.

� The method for the first time enables
one-tube multiplex assay for PGM
based detection.

� Four situations for two pathogen
genes can be are directly distin-
guished using the PGM.
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Urgent demand for portable diagnosis has promoted a new sensing strategy that uses personal gluc-
ometer (PGM) to detect non-glucose targets. Even though great progresses have been achieved in terms
of target range and sensing principle, issues such as low final signal-to-background ratio and hard-to-
realize one-tube smart analysis still exist and challenge real-world applications in gene detection.
Here we propose a practical solution via coupling isothermal amplification (i.e. LAMP) and three-way
amplifiable catalytic hairpin assembly (i.e. CHA) to a PGM. It allows direct transduction from genomic
information to commercial portable devices with all of ultra-high sensitivity, specificity and enhanced
signal-to-noise ratio. Compared with previous report without signal amplification, the introduction of
CHA has successfully improved the signal amplitude by at least 12.5 folds. More importantly, through
importing an effective three-way junction based transduction, we also innovatively develop a one-tube
logical or multiplex analysis strategy in PGM based detection. Totally four situations of two foodborne
bacteria genes, in Cronobacter sakazakii (ompA) and Escherichia coli (malB), could be directly readout
using the final PGM signals, with the lowest detection amount down to less than 100 molecular copies
(6.6 � 10�18 M). It is believed such a LAMP-CHA-PGM method has been already sensitive, specific, and of
great potential for practically portable gene diagnostics.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction strategy in PGM based detection. Totally four situations for the
With the faster population migration and disease spread, more
portable or even on-set point-of-care (POC) diagnostic techniques
have been urgently called for effective infection control and in-time
rescue. Recent advancements in molecular or medical biology are
showing increasing possibilities for quickly and accurately diag-
nosing disease states using nucleic acid or protein biomarkers
[1e3]. However, relevant methods are generally energy-consuming
or requiring complicated instrumentation restricted within medi-
cal laboratories. To accelerate the development of portable, even
off-shelf POC diagnosis device, pioneers have opened up a new
detection strategy through translating the biomarkers generally to
the few types of already commercial POC products. For example,
the personal glucose meter (PGM) [4], dipstick [5], blood gas ana-
lyser [6], paper chip [7e9], Thermometer [10], and pregnancy test
strips [11,12] were recently modified to identify non-original
(glucose, Hþ, trioxypurine, temperature, hCG) targets via
aptamer- or DNAzyme-mediated conformational changes or
sequence-specific strand exchange. Among these innovations, the
transduction of PGM has received especial attention due to its
higher accuracy quantitation [4,13e21]. The method uses the
invertase as a signal intermediate. Mostly, generation of invertase is
designed to be target relative. Through the enzymatic reaction in
which invertase oxidases sucrose to glucose, the existence of target
could be quantitatively monitored with PGM. Following this prin-
ciple, drugs, toxic metals, nucleic acids, and various proteins have
been successfully detected [4,12e21].

In recent advance, through innovatively coupling loop-mediated
isothermal amplification (LAMP) reactions to one-step strand ex-
change (OSD) signal transduction, we have pushed the PGM based
nucleic acid detection further closed to practically sensitive and
specific [21]. The lowest detection amount for various pathogen
genes, such asMiddle-East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-
CoV) or Zaire Ebolavirus (Ebola), could be less than 100 molecular
copies (6.6 � 10�18 M), and the false positives frequently induced
by the non-specific LAMP reactions have been completely erased.
Even through, being limited to a one-to-one transduction principle
of OSD, the final signal-to-background ratio, and signal magnitude,
may usually be unsatisfied. And because the PGM only have one
signal probe, the inverses (glucose), the one-tube smart analysis
(logical or multiplex analysis) that is highly demanded by the
portable detection is still impossible. This is actually a general
challenge for most detection using commercial POC products.

With the purpose to enhance signal-to-background ratio, and at
the same time approach the one-tube smart analysis, here we
propose a ready-to-use solution that uses amplifiable enzyme-free
nucleic acid circuits to replace OSD transduction. In the past
decade, we and others have contributed many efforts in developing
and optimizing analysis-friendly nucleic acid circuits [22e31].
Among these circuits the catalytic hairpin assembly (CHA) [24,25]
has now been proven a “plug-to-use” unit that could transduce
various target species to a single-strand reporting oligonucleotide,
with tens to hundreds fold signal amplification but almost “zero”
non-amplified background [25]. Here in the LAMP-CHA-PGM
detection for pathogen genes, the introduction of CHA circuit suc-
cessfully improved the signal amplitude by at least 12.5 folds, with
almost 300 mg/dl increase in signal magnitude. Such a high signal-
to-background deviation can efficiently reduce the misreading
induced by signal errors or noises, and thus significantly increase
the detection reliability. And more importantly, through importing
an effective three-way junction based transduction between LAMP
and CHA, we innovatively reported a one-tube smart analysis
existences of the genes of two foodborne bacteria, in Cronobacter
sakazakii (ompA) and Escherichia coli (malB), could be directly
readout using the final PGM signals (glucose concentrations). It is
thus believed such a LAMP-CHA-PGM method has been already
sensitive, specific, and highly deserving further efforts in the step-
integration and final portable device fabrication. After replacing
LAMP with another isothermal amplification, the nucleic acid
sequence-based amplification (NASBA), the CHA-PGM transduction
was effectively enabled to detect RNA amplifications, which further
confirmed the universality of the method.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Chemicals and materials

The Bayer Contour Next Blood Glucose Test Strips and Bayer
Contour Next Blood Glucose Monitoring System were bought from
Amazon.com and used for the tests in this work. Streptavidin-
coated magnetic beads (1.5 mM in average diameter) were pur-
chased from Bangs Laboratories Inc. (Fishers, IN, USA) and the
Amicon Ultra-2 mL 30 K was purchased from Millipore Inc. (Bill-
erica, MA, USA). Sulfosuccinimidyl-4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclo-
hexane-1-carboxylate (sulfo-SMCC), tris(2-carboxyethyl)
phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP), and other chemicals and solvents
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. (St. Louis, MO,USA). Bst
2.0 DNA polymerase and 10 � Isothermal Buffer (10 � Iso) were
obtained from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA, USA). Thermo-
stable invertase (TmINV) derived from the hyperthermophilic
bacteria, Thermotoga maritima, was home-made according to our
previous publication without modification [20,21]. All the oligo-
nucleotides (listed in Table S3) and ompA and malB synthetic DNA
templates were synthesized by Sangon Biotech (Shanghai, China).
All regents were of analytical grade unless otherwise indicated. The
concentrations of the DNA suspensions were measured by UV
spectrophotometry using the DeNovix DS-11þ FX spectropho-
tometer (DeNovix Inc., Wilmington, DE, USA). All fluorescence ki-
netic curves were monitored with the Coyote Mini-8 portable real-
time PCR machine (Beijing, China). Procedures of synthesis of
TmINVeF conjugate, preparation of the TmINVeF:Bio-Q-MB con-
jugate, standard LAMP reaction and fluorescence CHA detection
were similar as previously reported [15] and presented in sup-
porting information.

2.2. Detection of mimic target with CHA-to-glucose transduction
(3W-CHA-PGM)

In standard 3W-CHA detection, different concentrations of
target T (C1, also named with CHA-T, T1 or T2) were mixed with
final 80 nM respective TP in 1� Iso Buffer. Some of this mixturewas
further mixed with 1.2 mM H1 (in 1 � Iso Buffer), 1.2 mM H2 (in
1 � Iso Buffer) and 1 � Iso Buffer in a 1:1:1:1 vol ratio. H1 and H2
were pre-annealed, separately. The final concentration of each
component was as follows. [H1] ¼ [H2] ¼ 300 nM, [TP] ¼ 20 nM.
This mixture was incubated for 2.5 h at 55 �C. A series of tubes
containing 9 mL aliquots of the 2.1 mg/mL TmINVeF:Bio-Q-MBs
were placed close to the magnetic rack for 1 min. The clear solution
was discarded and replaced by 10 mL of the above mixture. Then
this mixture was incubated for 60 min at 55 �C to allow invertase-
mediated catalytic conversion of sucrose to glucose. Subsequently,
1 mL of the reaction solution was transferred to a PGM strip and the
amount of glucose was measured by using a commercially available
hand-held PGM.

http://Amazon.com
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2.3. Detection of mimic target with OSD-to-glucose transduction
(OSD-PGM)

A series of tubes containing 9 mL aliquots of the 2.1 mg/mL
TmINVeF:Bio-Q-MBs were placed close to the magnetic rack for
1 min. The clear solutionwas discarded and replaced by 10 mL of the
mimic target (OSD-T, in isothermal amplification buffer) at 0 nM
and 10 nM concentrations. The OSD reactions were allowed to
proceed for 40 min on a vertical rotator at room temperature. The
TmINVeF:Bio-Q-MBs were then separated using a magnetic rack
and aliquots of the supernatant containing released TmINVeF were
transferred into equal volumes of 500 mM sucrose. This mixture
was incubated for 60 min at 55 �C to allow invertase-mediated
catalytic conversion of sucrose to glucose. Subsequently, 1 mL of
the reaction solution was transferred to a PGM strip and the
amount of glucose was measured by using a commercially available
hand-held PGM.
2.4. Detection of LAMP amplicons (products) with CHA-to-glucose
transduction (LAMP-3W-CHA-PGM)

8 mL LAMP amplicons amplified from different copies of ompA
synthetic DNA templates were mixed with final 20 nM TP in 1� Iso
Buffer. Some of this mixture was used to replace the mimic target
and followed exactly the same 3W-CHA-to-glucose transduction
manner as shown in above section.
2.5. Detection of NASBA amplicons (products) with CHA-to-glucose
transduction (NASBA-3W-CHA-PGM)

4 mL NASBA amplicons amplified from different copies of Zika
RNA templates were mixed with final 40 nM TP in 1 � Iso Buffer.
Some of this mixture was used to replace the mimic target and
followed exactly the same 3W-CHA-to-glucose transduction
manner as shown in above section.
2.6. Detection of multiplex mimic targets with CHA-to-glucose
transduction

The procedure of mimic target detection at 55 �C was similar to
standard 3W-CHA-to-glucose detection with a little modification.
Different target Ts (with or without 10 nM T1 or 10 nM T2) were
annealed with corresponding 20 nM TP (T1 with TP1, T2 with TP2)
in the same tube in 1 � Iso Buffer. Some of the mixtures were
further mixed with H1 mix (final 200 nM H1-T1, 100 nM H1-T2),
final 300 nM H2 in 1 � Iso Buffer in a 1:1:1:1 vol ratio. The mixture
was incubated for 2.5 h at 55 �C. A series of tubes containing 9 mL
aliquots of the 2.1 mg/mL TmINVeF:Bio-Q-MBs were placed close
to themagnetic rack for 1min. The clear solutionwas discarded and
replaced by 10 mL of the above mixture. Then this mixture was
incubated for 60 min at 55 �C to allow invertase-mediated catalytic
conversion of sucrose to glucose. Subsequently, 1 mL of the reaction
solution was transferred to a PGM strip and the amount of glucose
was measured by using a commercially available hand-held PGM.
Fig. 1. Scheme of LAMP-3W-CHA-PGM. According to common rules, each oligonu-
cleotide component is separated into several domains named with numbers or char-
acters. Complementarity between numbered domains is denoted by an asterisk (*).
Each domain may contain 4-10 bases. Arrow denotes 3’end of an oligonucleotide.
2.7. Detection of multiplex LAMP amplicons (products) with CHA-
to-glucose transduction

The detection was carried out in the same manner as the
detection of multiplex mimic targets with 3W-CHA-to-glucose
transduction, except that mimic targets were replaced by LAMP
amplicons amplified from samples with or without 2000 copies of
ompA or malB synthetic DNA templates.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Principle of LAMP-3W-CHA-PGM detection

The detailed pathway of gene detection is shown in Fig. 1,
including three sub-steps allowed happening step by step or
together. The first step (STEP I) is loop mediated isothermal
amplification, the LAMP [32]. At a constant temperature (60±5 �C),
LAMP can amplify a segment of pathogen gene from as few as 10
copies for up to 108e109 folds, until the products reach a detectable
concentration. The reaction products include cauliflower-like
structures with four types of single-stranded nucleic acid loops.
In the second step (STEP II), one of the ssDNA loop sequence (here,
F-loop) is sequence specifically designed as an associative trigger to
activate a downstream CHA circuit detector via a strand displace-
ment reaction across the three-way junction. In details, the F-loop
is separated into two sequence domains, a and b. Domain b is
designed to hybridize with a transducer probe (TP). Through this
process domain awill be close enough to the domain 2-3 in the TP,
finally forming an associative trigger to start downstream CHA
circuit (thus also called 3W-CHA). The 3W-CHA circuit pathway
should be similar to any classic one [31]. The associative trigger
opens H1 and then H2 through two successive OSD reactions,
forming hybrid H1:H2 as the final product. And the trigger itself
will be released into solution free to open another H1, as a catalyst.
Third step (STEP III) is signal reporting step. During the H1:H2
hybrid formation, domain 2 previously embedded into the stem of
H1 will be released into free linear stage together with domain 5-6.
The domain 2-5-6 could start another downstream OSD reaction to
displace an inverse-modified oligonucleotide (TmINVeF)



Fig. 2. LAMP-3W-CHA-PGM detection of mimic and synthetic gene targets. (A) Kinetic fluorescence curves of 3W-CHA reactions with and without mimic T1. (B) Kinetic glucose
production curves after 3W-CHA reactions with different concentrations of T1. (C) Kinetic glucose production curves after OSD and 3W-CHA reactions with and without respective
target. (D) Bar-graph of glucose concentration of OSD and 3W-CHA reactions with and without respective target at 60 min glucose production. The signal amplitude of CHA and OSD
detection could be represented as “[Glucose]CHA-T1-[Glucose]CHA-0” and “[Glucose]OSD-T-[Glucose]OSD-0”, respectively. (E) Kinetic glucose production curves after LAMP-3W-CHAwith
different copies of ompA synthetic gene. (F) Bar-graph of glucose concentration of LAMP-3W-CHA reactions with different copies of ompA synthetic gene, at 60 min glucose
production. The concentrations of TP, H1, H2, and Reporter were present in Table S4 of supporting information. Note: here for proof-of-concept we don’t use real genes exacted from
pathogens, but only adapt a 236 bp gene segment in-vitro synthesized by companies. It is because in previous studies we have proven that the LAMP efficiency will be very similar
between real genes and synthetic segments [21].
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previously hybridized ontomagnetic beads (TmINVeF:Bio-Q-MBs).
After simply magnet separation, the TmINVeF will be left in su-
pernatant and trigger the catalytic transduction of sucrose to
glucose. The concentration of glucose could be directly read with a
commercially personal PGM, as the indicator to the existence of
targeting gene.

There are several key points that should be noted for deeper
understanding the importance of each step. LAMP is specially
chosen because it contributes the main the ultra-sensitivity and an
isothermal, constant temperature (60±5 �C) reaction condition that
is more easily to connect portable device [33]. 3W-CHA here pro-
vides the amplified signal magnitude as well as the ultra-selectivity
to merely discriminate correct LAMP reaction, with up to 100-fold
resolution to single mismatch [31,33e35]. The whole reaction
components are high temperature-resistant. Until now CHA has
been the only type of enzyme-free circuitry that is well engineered
to execute at very large temperature window, through 4 �C to as
high as 60 �C [34,35]. Also we have previously engineered a
thermo-stable invertase that can keep efficient at even 95 �C [21].
The coupling with LAMP should thus be very flexible, either at end
point or in real-time at 60±5 �C. Therefore, through the LAMP-3W-
CHA-PGM detection, sensitive, selective, flexible, and portable gene
detection could be realized at the same time [21].

3.2. LAMP-3W-CHA-PGM detection of mimic and synthetic gene
targets

Before carrying out gene detection, the success of LAMP and 3W-
CHA has been demonstrated separately. The ompA gene has been
selectedasourmodel target. Itsfiveprimerset forLAMPhasbeenself-
designed and proven very efficient in our previous publications [31].
They can amplify down to 20 copies of selected 236-mer gene
segmentwithin1.5h(Fig. S1).TheF-loopofLAMPproduct contains33
nucleotides. This 33-mer has been in-vitro synthesized as the mimic
target T (CHA T1 or T1) of the CHA reaction. As shown in Fig. 1, the
basic principle says that only thedomain b inTP, anddomaina in CHA
H1were relevant to theT1.Therefore, exceptdomainb*ofTP, anda*of
H1, we directly borrow all other CHA component sequences from a
well-performed CHA circuit previously designed for other purpose
[31,35]. Classic fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) ex-
periments have been firstly performed to test the efficiency of 3W-
CHA reaction (scheme shown in Fig. S2). As shown in Fig. 2A, the



Fig. 3. NASBA-3W-CHA-PGM detection of synthetic gene targets. (A) Scheme of NASBA-3W-CHA-PGM. (B) Kinetic fluorescence curves of 3W-CHA reactions with and without
NASBA products amplified from 2000 copies of Zika synthetic RNA. (C) Bar-graph of glucose concentration of NASBA-3W-CHA reactions with different copies of Zika synthetic RNA.

Fig. 4. Scheme of multi-analysis based on LAMP-3W-CHA-PGM.
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samplewith T1clearly showshigher and fasterfluorescence emission
comparedwith the onewithout T1. To demonstrate the amplification
efficiency of 3W-CHA over OSD, domain 2-5-6 of H1 has been syn-
thesized as the control target (OSD-T) for the OSD reaction on mag-
netic beads. It is observed when OSD-T and CHA T1 is used as
respective input, under the same reaction buffer condition, 10 nM
OSD-Tshowsmuch slower glucoseproduction rate compared the one
with 10 nMCHAT1 (Fig. 2C).While, the OSD background (0 nMOSD-
T) is kept closed to that of CHA background (0 nMCHAT1, and 10 nM
non-specific sequences). Fig. 2D provides the bar graph indicates the
glucose concentration at the 60 min invertase-sucrose reaction. It
clearly showscomparedwithOSDreactionCHAreactionproduces3.5
fold higher signal-to-background ratio as well as 12.5 fold higher
signal magnitude.

During theconcentrationdependence for theCHA-T (Fig. 2B), even
1 nM CHA T1 can produce more glucose than that of 10 nM OSD-T,
indicating at current experimental condition, at least 10 times more
invertase can be released comparedwith same concentration of OSD-
T. The reliability of these control experiments and following tests
came from the high reproducibility of the whole reaction system,
includingmaking TmINVeF:Bio-QduplexmodifiedMBs and theOSD
reaction on these TmINVeF:Bio-Q-MBs (Fig. S3).

After above demonstration, the detection for ompA gene is ready
to be carried out. For ompA gene detection, the T1 was replaced
with LAMP products generated from different concentrations of
synthetic ompA genes, after 1.5 h LAMP amplification. Clearly de-
viation of kinetic curves away from the negative control have been
shown for all the gene-positive samples, including the one with as
few as 20 copies (aM molar concentration, Fig. 2E). Notably, here
the similar kinetic curves generated for different concentrations of
ompA genes indicates 1.5 h LAMP reaction could be enough to
consume up all the primers, no matter how few the template is.
This is consistent with previous studies [21,31]. While, when we
execute the LAMP with the ompA embedded in 10% fecal samples
(Fig. 2F), the non-target induced leakage of CHA reaction can be
slightly increased. Even through, in assistance of CHA amplification,
the 20 copies ompA still generated enough LAMP products that
could be reliably detected with PGM.
As well known, LAMP is usually used for the amplification of
DNAs. To further prove the universality of this method for RNA
detection, here we replaced LAMP with another power isothermal
amplification, nucleic acid sequence-based amplification (NASBA,
Fig. 3A Step I) [36]. Zika RNA is used as the model-target. TP and H1
sequences were designed according to 33-mer within synthetic
Zika RNA template, named with TP-T3 and H1-T3, respectively.
Fluorescence kinetic curves prove the success of NASBA and 3W-
CHA reactions (Fig. 3B). And PGM detection exhibit very clear
signal-to-background deviations for all the Zika RNA positive
samples (Fig. 3C), which proves the universality and flexibility of
the detection.



Fig. 5. One-tube smart assay of mimic targets and LAMP amplicons based on LAMP-3W-CHA-PGM detection. (A) True value table and concentrations of CHA components used
for detecting two mimic targets, T1 and T2. (B) Kinetic glucose production curves after 3W-CHA reactions with and without T1 or T2. (C) Bar-graph of concentration of 3W-CHA
product (H1:H2) with and without T1 or T2 at 60 min glucose production. The value of reaction without any target has been defined as the background. (D) True value table and
concentrations of CHA components used for detecting two kinds of LAMP amplicons, ompA and malB. (E) Kinetic glucose production curves after LAMP-3W-CHA reactions with and
without 2000 copies of malB or ompA synthetic gene. [Glucose]0 nM H1:H2 represents the background with only LAMP reagents but no 3W-CHA components. [Glucose]225 nM H1:H2

represents the reaction containing enough LAMP loops that may consume all of 225 nM H2 after 3W-CHA reaction. (F) Bar-graph of concentration of LAMP-3W-CHA product
(H1:H2) with and without 2000 copies of malB or ompA synthetic gene, at 60 min glucose production. Note: the calculation of the recognition zone for each of 4 situations was
present in the supporting information.
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3.3. Principle of one-tube smart assay based on LAMP-3W-CHA-
PGM detection

Traditionally, smart analysis (logical or multiplex analysis) is
mostly realized following a one-tube multi-channel detection, in
which multiple analytes are transduced into multiple signal probes
with different color emissions or redox potentials [37,38]. However,
such a method is no longer applicable to the sensing strategy using
commercial POC devices because each POC device only fits to a
single analyte (signal probe). There is thus always a high technical
barrier for the development of smart analysis in one tube. Here, we
proposed a potential solution being assisted by the CHA circuit
using three-way associative trigger. As demonstrated above, to
detect any new target oligonucleotide, only the sequences of
domain a* of CHA-H1, and domain b of TP have to be changed ac-
cording to the target sequence. The other sequences and all com-
ponents with probe label can be remained unchanged. As shown in
the pathway show in Fig. 4. When we aim to target two gene seg-
ments from two pathogens, for example, ompA andmalB, respective
LAMP reaction can generate the F-loop sequence for both ompA
(T1-F-loop, shortened as T1) andmalB (T2-F-loop, shortened as T2).
According to the design shown in Fig. 1, TP-T1 and TP-T2 are
respectively designed with b* coming from T1 and T2. Similarly,
CHA H1-T1 and CHA H1-T2 were respectively designed with a*
coming from T1 and T2. All other sequences, H2, TmINVeF, and Bio-
Q are shared, remaining the same as those used in Fig. 2. In this way,
the multiple signal probes can be replaced by different concen-
trations of H1s for each different T.
3.4. One-tube smart assay of mimic targets and LAMP amplicons
based on LAMP-3W-CHA-PGM detection

Before coupling with LAMP reactions, we used the T1 and T2 as
the mimic targets to demonstrate the ideal situation of the mecha-
nism. For example, if the concentration of H1-T1 is 200 nM, while
H1-T2 is 100 nM, theseH1s together share 300 nMH2. Such a design
allowsT1 andT2 to release up to200nMand100nMH1eH2duplex,
respectively; no matter how much each T was added. As shown in
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Fig. 5A and B, the target in each of 4 situations (no target, T1, T2, and
T1 þ T2) generates four clearly distinguished glucose generated
curves. Ifwedefine the glucose concentration at 60minproducedby
targetT1þT2andnotarget is respectivelycontributedby the300nM
H1:H2 and 0 nM H1:H2, after the calculation the glucose concen-
tration at 60 min of T1 and T2 well fit the values generated from
200 nM, and 100 nM H1:H2 (Fig. 5C). Therefore, the recognition of
the target in each of 4 situations (no target, T1, T2, and T1þ T2) could
be directly readout through the concentrations of H1:H2 generated.
When T1 and T2 are replaced using respective LAMP reaction
products, similar results are still achieved. But due to the amounts of
LAMP products might vary for each reaction, sometimes the final
loopsmay be not enough tofinish downstream CHA reaction during
the defined time zone. In otherwords, the actual glucose generation
curvemaymore or less deviate from the ideal situation, as shown in
Fig. 5D and E. Even through, to generally provide an accurate
recognition during multiplex analysis, here we derive a simple
calculation thathelps to confirm the signal (glucoseorH1:H2duplex
concentration) zonewhich a specific targetmay sit into, as shown in
Fig. 5F. The detail for the calculation is provided in the supporting
information. Through aligning the actual detection results to the
signal zones, each of 4 situations (no target, ompA, malB, and
ompAþmalB) can still be discriminated (Fig. 5F), nomatterwhether
the CHA reaction has been finished or not. Therefore, following this
method, logical or multiplex analysis can be easily realized in one-
tube, with the only one signal probe, glucose. It is notable that
Fig. 5DeF is gottenwith LAMPamplicons generated fromequal copy
numbers of ompA and malB. But it actually doesn’t matter once the
copy ratio between ompA andmalB is changed. It is because in most
casesdifferent template copieswill generatevery similar amountsof
amplicons after 1.5 h LAMP reactions. Therefore, the method
developed heremay be generalized tomost targets after isothermal
amplifications.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, here we proposed a smart connection between
isothermal amplifications and personal glucometer detection via
enzyme-free nucleic acid, the catalytic hairpin assembly. Through
combining the advantage of each component, ultrasensitive, ultra
specific and portable gene detectionwas realized. Being assisted by
the design of three-way associative trigger, detection of a new
target could be simply realized through chancing two sequence
domains on TP probe and CHA H1. The sequences critical to signal
out or required chemical label could remain unchanged. More
importantly, through reading the different concentrations of H1:H2
generated for different target, we proposed a new multiplex
detection strategy, which may potentially solve the traditional
challenge encountered by most methods using commercial POC
devices. Even though with these successes, many optimizations in
experimental details are still required until a mature detection kit
can be manufactured. And a device or chip that integrates all the
three steps of this method is still anticipated to further simplify the
detection.
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